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ABSTRACT

A coupled box model is used to study the compensation between atmosphere and ocean heat transports. An

analytical solution to the Bjerknes compensation (BJC) rate, defined as the ratio of anomalous atmosphere heat

transport (AHT) to anomalous ocean heat transport (OHT), is obtained. The BJC rate is determined by local

feedback between surface temperature and net heat flux at the top of atmosphere (TOA) and the AHT effi-

ciency. In a stable climate that ensures global energy conservation, the changes betweenAHT andOHT tend to

be always out of phase, and the BJC is always valid. This can be demonstrated when the climate is perturbed by

freshwater flux. The BJC in this case exhibits three different behaviors: the anomalous AHT can under-

compensate, overcompensate, or perfectly compensate the anomalous OHT, depending on the local feedback.

Stronger negative local feedback will result in a lower BJC rate. Stronger positive local feedback will result in a

larger overcompensation. If zero climate feedback occurs in the system, the AHT will compensate the OHT

perfectly. However, the BJC will fail if the climate system is perturbed by heat flux. In this case, the changes in

AHT and OHT will be in phase, and their ratio will be closely related to the mean AHT and OHT. In a more

realistic situation when the climate is perturbed by both heat and freshwater fluxes, whether the BJC will occur

depends largely on the interplay among meridional temperature and salinity gradients and the thermohaline

circulation strength. This work explicitly shows that the energy conservation is the intrinsic mechanism of BJC

and establishes a specific link between radiative feedback and the degree of compensation. It also implies a close

relationship between the energy balance at the TOA and the ocean thermohaline dynamics.

1. Introduction

One robust feature of the climate system is that

Earth’s energy balance is maintained by hemispherically

antisymmetric meridional heat transports (MHTs) with

peak values of about 5.5 PW (1PW 5 1015W) around

358N and 358S (Trenberth and Caron 2001). The atmo-

sphere heat transport (AHT) dominates in the regions

poleward of about 308N and 308S, while the ocean heat

transport (OHT) dominates in the deep tropics. Apart

from the long-termmean state, the changes in AHT and

OHT appear to be related to each other. Bjerknes (1964)

first suggested that, if the net radiation forcing at the top

of the atmosphere (TOA) and the ocean heat storage did

not vary too much, the total energy transport by the cli-

mate system would not vary too much either; so any large

variations in AHT and OHT should be equal in mag-

nitude and opposite in signs. This simple scenario has

become known as the Bjerknes compensation (BJC),

suggesting a strong negative relationship between the

changes in AHT and OHT.

The BJC has been explored widely in many studies,

usingmodels ranging from simple energy balancemodels

(EBMs) (e.g., Lindzen and Farrell 1977; Stone 1978;

North 1984; Langen andAlexeev 2007; Rose and Ferreira
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2013; Liu et al. 2015) to complicated general circulation

models (GCMs) (e.g., Zhang and Delworth 2005;

Shaffrey and Sutton 2006; Cheng et al. 2007; Van der

Swaluw et al. 2007; Kang et al. 2008, 2009; Vellinga and

Wu 2008; Vallis and Farneti 2009; Zhang et al. 2010;

Frierson and Huang 2012; Donohoe et al. 2013; Farneti

and Vallis 2013; Rose and Ferreira 2013; Yang et al.

2013; Yang and Dai 2014). Usually, the BJC is valid at

decadal and longer time scales. The BJC can occur in in-

ternal climate variability (e.g., Shaffrey and Sutton 2006)

and in climate responses to external forcing (e.g., Vellinga

and Wu 2008; Rose and Ferreira 2013; Yang and Dai

2014). The BJC rate, defined as the ratio of anomalous

AHT to anomalous OHT, has a wide range, from anom-

alous AHT being much smaller (or larger) than anoma-

lous OHT to being comparable with anomalous OHT

(perfect compensation), as shown in different modeling

studies. Furthermore, the BJC rate can vary significantly

at different latitudes (e.g., Kang et al. 2008, 2009; Vellinga

and Wu 2008; Enderton and Marshall 2009; Vallis and

Farneti 2009; Zhang et al. 2010; Farneti and Vallis 2013;

Yang et al. 2013; Seo et al. 2014).

In spite of these studies, important questions on BJC

remain, especially from a theoretical perspective. For

example, what determines the BJC rate? It has long

been recognized that climate feedback is important to

the BJC (Stone 1978). Modeling studies have also

shown that the BJC rate can change significantly with

climate feedbacks, notably the cloud feedback and

water vapor feedback in the tropics (e.g., Kang et al.

2008, 2009; Zhang et al. 2010; Zelinka and Hartmann

2012; Huang and Zhang 2014; Seo et al. 2014) and

extratropics (e.g., Herweijer et al. 2005; Abbot and

Tziperman 2008; Rose and Ferreira 2013) and the sea

ice–albedo feedback at high latitudes (e.g., North 1975;

Enderton and Marshall 2009). Langen and Alexeev

(2007), Enderton and Marshall (2009), and Rose and

Ferreira (2013) discussed briefly the effect of strength

and sign of climate feedback on the BJC. However, the

relationship between climate feedback and BJC needs

to be studied systematically.

Our recent work (Liu et al. 2015) established a theo-

retical relationship between the BJC and climate feed-

backs. Using the EBM of North (1975) with idealized

settings, Liu et al. (2015) derived analytical solutions of

the BJC with a focus on the role of climate feedback.

Consistent with previous studies, these analytical solu-

tions suggested that the BJC is usually valid in a stable

climate system because of dominant negative climate

feedback. The overall magnitude of the BJC rate is de-

termined by the climate feedback. The BJC is assumed to

be a ‘‘free mode’’ or eigenmode of a coupled climate

system. Therefore, how the BJC would actually occur

depends on how the climate system is perturbed. This

question is explored thoroughly in this paper using a

conceptual coupled box model. This coupled box model

includes a four-box dynamical ocean and a two-box

equilibrium atmosphere (Fig. 1). The ocean has explicit

thermohaline circulation (THC) dynamics, and the at-

mosphere is always in equilibrium with the ocean at de-

cadal and longer time scales.

This study focuses on equilibrium responses of the

coupled box model to external forcing. First, a reason-

ablemean climate of the boxmodel is determined after a

brief discussion on some model parameters. The refer-

ence climate is in the regime of a stable equilibrium state

with a strong (weak) meridional temperature (salinity)

gradient, which resembles Earth’s current climate. Sec-

ond, an analytical solution to the BJC is obtained in the

box model. Third, perturbation experiments are per-

formed to investigate whether the BJC would occur. In a

stable climate with global energy conservation, the

changes in AHT and OHT tend to always be out of

phase, and the BJC is always valid. This can be realized

by perturbing the climate with freshwater flux. The BJC

exhibits three different behaviors under such perturba-

tion: the anomalous AHT can undercompensate, over-

compensate, or perfectly compensate the anomalous

OHT, depending on the local feedback. However, the

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the coupled box model. Boxes 1 and 3

represent the upper and lower layers of extratropical ocean, and

boxes 2 and 4, of the tropical ocean, respectively; D1 and D2 are the

depths of upper and lower ocean layers, respectively; L1 and L2 are

the meridional scales of the tropical and extratropical boxes, re-

spectively;H1 andH2 are the ocean heat gains through the sea surface

in the extratropics and tropics, respectively; H01 and H02 are the net

energy gains at the TOA in the extratropics and tropics, respectively;

E is the net freshwater loss in the tropics or the net freshwater gain in

the extratropics;Fa is themeridional atmosphere energy transport;Fw

is the meridional atmosphere moisture transport; and Fo1–Fo4 illus-

trate qualitatively the heat transports among different ocean boxes.
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BJC will fail if the climate system is perturbed by

anomalous heat flux. In this case, the changes inAHTand

OHT will be in phase, and their ratio is closely related to

the mean MHTs in both ocean and atmosphere. In a

more realistic situation when the climate is perturbed by

both heat and freshwater fluxes, whether the BJC will

occur depends largely on the interplay among meridional

temperature and salinity gradients and the THC strength.

Because of model simplicity and the lack of some

complex climate dynamics, the box model can only

identify the most fundamental mechanism of the BJC.

Energy conservation is the intrinsic mechanism of the

BJC, which forces the out-of-phase changes in AHT

and OHT. The analytical solution of BJC in this work

establishes a specific link between the radiative feedback

and the degree of compensation, which was hinted but not

clearly demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., Rose and

Ferreira 2013). This link also implies a close relationship

between the THC and the radiation balance at the TOA.

Violation of energy conservation of climate system will

result in failure of BJC, and in-phase changes in AHT and

OHT. Our analytical solution also provides an easy and

practical approach to scale their relative changes. This

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the box

model and derivation of the BJC. Section 3 investigates

the BJC under different external forcing. A brief discus-

sion and conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Coupled box model

a. Basic equations

The model consists of a four-box ocean and a two-

box atmosphere (Fig. 1). The ocean component

includes THC dynamics explicitly. The two-box atmo-

sphere covers one hemisphere between the equator

and 758N, and the underlying four-box ocean spans an

arbitrary longitude sector (608 for the Atlantic sector or

1808 for the global Northern Hemisphere ocean). The

atmosphere is assumed to mix the heat perfectly in the

zonal direction and is always in quasi equilibrium with

the surface ocean. All the boxes are linked at 358N,

where the zonal-mean net radiative forcing is close to

zero and the northward AHT is near its peak. The

zonal-mean net radiative forcing is positive (negative)

south (north) of 358N. The ocean model was based on

Stommel (1961) and further developed in many studies

(e.g., Marotzke 1990; Huang et al. 1992; Tziperman

et al. 1994; Nakamura et al. 1994, hereinafter NSM94;

Marotzke and Stone 1995, hereinafter MS95). Detailed

derivations can be found in those publications. Here,

we have the final forms of the equations for the four-

box ocean system:
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where A1 (,0) and A2 (.0) are net incoming radiation

(Wm22) at high and low latitudes, respectively; B1 and B2

are climate feedback parameters at high and low latitudes,

respectively; x and g are the efficiencies of atmosphere heat

and moisture transports; c is the seawater specific heat ca-

pacity; r0 is the seawater density; S0 is a constant reference

salinity (35psu). Relative ocean coverage in both high- and

low-latitude areas is indicated by � 5 G1/G01 5 G2/G02;

here, G01 and G02 are the entire areas of the two atmo-

sphere boxes separated by 358N; and G1 and G2 are the

areas of corresponding ocean boxes. For simplicity, we as-

sumeG1 5 G01 andG2 5 G02. If an aquaplanet is studied,

then � 5 1; otherwise � , 1. The ratio of ocean and catch-

ment area to G01 is given by �w [G0
1/G01, where G0

1 de-

notes the ocean and catchment area of the ocean basin,

which includes the influence of river runoff on the oceanic

freshwater budget, and it is obvious thatG0
1 .G1. The ratio

of each ocean-box volume with respect to box 1 is depicted

bymi; that is,m1 5 1,m2 5 L1/L2,m3 5 D2/D1, andm4 5
L1D2/(L2D1). All parameters used in this study are listed in

Table 1 and are based on previous box-model studies

(NSM94; MS95) and coupled model simulations (Yang

et al. 2015), as well as observations (Rayner et al. 2003;

Carton and Giese 2008).

The volume transport resulting from the THC be-

tween two adjacent ocean boxes q is assumed to be

linearly proportional to the density difference between

two surface boxes 1 and 2 (NSM94):

q5k[a(T
2
2T

1
)2b(S

2
2 S

1
)]5 k(aT

s
2bS

s
) , (3)

where k is a constant parameter that sets the reference

flushing (turnover) time scale for a surface ocean box

(s21); a and b are the thermal and haline expansion
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coefficients of seawater, respectively. This simple re-

lationship for q is supported by many ocean general

circulation modeling studies (e.g., Hughes and Weaver

1994). In this study, we focus on a positive (northward)

meridional mass transport (q . 0), which assumes a

temperature-dominated circulation (aTs . bSs) and is

driven by the cooling and sinking in the extratropical

(northern) box and heating in the tropical box.

Themeridional atmosphere and ocean heat transports

are parameterized as follows:
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In Eq. (1), a simple parameterization of the net radi-

ative forcing (Wm22) at the TOA is used, which is

widely employed in EBMs (e.g., North 1975; Wang and

Stone 1980; NSM94):
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The surface heat fluxes combining the AHT and the

net radiation flux at the TOA are
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The spatially averaged ocean heat uptake is
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which is independent of the AHT. The oceanic heat

budget, as a whole, is only determined by the net radi-

ative forcing at the TOA:
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For a steady state, the total energy in the coupled box

model is conserved. Equation (9) then becomes

H
1
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2
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which depicts that the ocean heat uptake in the tropical box

is equal to the oceanheat release in the extratropical box; in

other words, the energy gain in the tropical atmosphere–

ocean system is equal to the energy loss in the extratropics.

For Eqs. (1) and (2), we also use the simplest assump-

tions that the meridional heat andmoisture transports are

linearly proportional to the meridional temperature gra-

dient Ts (Budyko 1969). This Budyko-type model is

widely used in EBMs (e.g., North 1975, 1984; Lindzen and

Farrell 1977; Stone and Yao 1990) and is more straight-

forward for interpreting model physics. The atmosphere

moisture transport Fw is similarly given by

F
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which must be balanced by the net freshwater loss (gain)

E at low (high) latitudes. Therefore,
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TABLE 1. Parameters used in this study.

Symbol Physical meaning Value Reference Notes

A1 Net incoming radiative at box 1 and 2 240Wm22 MS95 —

A2 90Wm22

B1 Local climate feedback parameter in boxes 1 and 2 1.7Wm22 K21 MS95 —

B2 1.7Wm22 K21 NSM94

cr0 Heat capacity of a unit water volume 4 3 106 Jm23 K21 MS95 —

D1 Depth of upper and lower boxes 400m — —

D2 4000m

G01 Entire surface area north of the dividing latitude 1.25 3 1014 m2 MS95 —

L1 Meridional scale of low- and high-latitude boxes 358 MS95 —

L2 408
S0 Reference salinity 35.0 psu MS95 —

a Thermal expansion coefficient 2.5 3 1024 K21 — —

b Haline contraction coefficient 7.5 3 1024 psu21 — —

� Ratio of ocean area of box 1 to G01 (i.e., G1/G01), � # 1 0.2 MS95 Atlantic sector

�w Ratio of ocean and catchment area to G01, � # �w # 1 0.3 MS95 —

k Advective time-scale coefficient 1.2 3 1027 s21 — D 5 5 km

g Atmosphere moisture transport efficiency 1.2 3 10210 m s21 K21 MS95 Factor of 1–3

x Atmosphere heat transport efficiency 1.3Wm22 K21 MS95 —
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Without external freshwater sources, the total salt

content of the model ocean is conserved:
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b. Equilibrium solutions

The equilibrium states of temperature and salinity, as

well as AHT and OHT, can be obtained by letting the

temporal tendency be zero ( _Ti 5 0 and _Si 5 0):
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For reasonable values ofA1,A2,B1, andB2 (Table 1), the

mean surface temperature is about 158C. Using the pa-

rameters in Table 1, themean climate can be determined

(Table 2), which is tuned to be consistent with the solu-

tions in NSM94 and MS95 and also consistent with

observations [such as HadISST (Rayner et al. 2003) and

SODA (Carton and Giese 2008)] and coupled climate

model results [such as CESM (Yang et al. 2015)]. The

equilibrium temperatures are independent of their initial

values (figure not shown) and are only related to Ai and

Bi, as suggested by Eq. (14a). Therefore, the equilibrium

heat and mass transports are also independent of initial

conditions. The equilibrium salinity values, however,

depend on their initial values because different initial

values of Si represent different amounts of freshwater.

However, the salinity gradient Ss is independent of initial

salinity values.

c. Bjerknes compensation

To derive the analytical solution to the BJC, let us

assume a perturbation in the system. Equation (14a)

suggests a relationship of the equilibrium temperature

changes between two surface ocean boxes:
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where DTs 5 DT2 2 DT1. The changes in heat transport

components can be obtained from Eq. (15):
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The BJC rate CR is therefore defined similar to those

in Van der Swaluw et al. (2007) and in Rose and Ferreira

(2013):
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Equation (18) states that CR is independent of the mean

climate, changes in Ts and Ss, and the heat transports

themselves. It is determined by only two climate param-

eters: the local climate feedback Bi and the AHT co-

efficient x. If we assume B1 5 B2 5 B, Eq. (18) can be

further reduced to

C
R
52

2x

B1 2x
52
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11B/2x
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TABLE 2. Properties of the reference mean climate based on the parameters in Table 1. The Ts, and Ss based on CESM (Yang et al. 2015)

and SODA (Carton and Giese 2008) are also listed here for references.

Variable Physical meaning Value Notes

Ts Meridional temperature contrast T2 2 T1 27.48C This study

27.38C CESM

25.98C SODA

Ss Meridional salinity contrast S2 2 S1 1.4 psu This study

1.3 psu CESM

1.8 psu SODA

T1, T2, T3, and T4 Temperature for boxes 1–4 1.08, 28.48, 1.08, and 1.08C —

S1, S2, S3, and S4 Salinity for boxes 1–4 31.9, 33.3, 31.9, and 31.9 psu Initial value dependent

q Meridional ocean mass transport 6.98 Sv —

Fw Atmosphere moisture transport 0.41 Sv —

Fa Atmosphere heat transport 4.45 PW —

Fo Ocean heat transport 0.76 PW —

Ft Total meridional heat transport 5.21 PW —
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For a stable climate with an overall negative feedback

(2B, 0),CR, 0, showing that the changes in AHT and

OHT always tend to compensate each other. It is actu-

ally the nondimensional ratio B/x that determines the

BJC rate. This has been noted in the studies using one-

dimensional EBMs (e.g., Lindzen and Farrell 1977;

Stone 1978; North 1984). Here, we explicitly show that

B/x determines the relative changes in OHT and AHT.

It should be emphasized that CR is always negative

for a stable climate systemwith total energy conservation.

The local climate feedback Bi must be in a reasonable

range to maintain the stability of the coupled box model.

This requires an overall negative feedback first:

2(B
1
1B

2
), 0, (20)

and further satisfaction of the stability condition (see

details in Liu et al. 2015):

2(B
1
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2
),B

1
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2
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In fact, Eqs. (18) and (19) suggest that the changes in

AHT and OHT can be undercompensated, perfectly

compensated, or overcompensated, depending on how

the heat efficiencyB/x is set, or more specifically, how the

local climate feedback B is set, because x is always posi-

tive and less uncertain, while B is spatial–temporal de-

pendent and could include various positive or negative

feedback processes. Stronger negative feedback B will

result in lower CR. Figure 2a shows the CR pattern in the

parameter space (2B1,2B2) based on Eq. (18), in which

the AHT efficiency x 5 1.3. The open circles show CR

when B1 5 B2. The dashed curve shows the stability

conditionEq. (21). Strong climate feedback (both positive

and negative) means that even small surface temperature

perturbation can cause big change in energy flux at the

TOA based on Eq. (6), which suggests a serious violation

of local energy conservation. Therefore, CR will deviate

significantly from 1. In fact, if both local feedbacks are

negative, CR will always be less than 1 (Fig. 2a, gray

shaded region). The AHT change will undercompensate

the OHT change, no matter how efficiently the AHT re-

sponds to the meridional temperature gradient. If either

of the local feedbacks is zero, the AHT change will per-

fectly compensate the OHT change. If, however, a posi-

tive climate feedback arises somewhere for some reason,

no matter how small it is, the AHT change will over-

compensate the OHT change (Fig. 2a, yellow shaded re-

gion). Mathematically, these situations are depicted by

jC
R
j;

8<
:
,1, if B

1
B

2
. 0 for undercompensation

51, if B
1
B

2
5 0 for full compensation

.1, if B
1
B

2
, 0 for overcompensation

.

(22)

The BJC rate CR with respect to x is shown in Fig. 2b.

In the case of global negative feedback, bigger x will

result in stronger AHT and thus a better CR. In the case

of one local feedback being zero, CR 5 1 and is in-

dependent of x. The local energy conservation requires

the perfect BJC, regardless of theAHT efficiency. In the

FIG. 2. (a) BJC rate CR under the stability condition of Eq. (21) (dashed curve) with respect to

the local climate feedback parametersB1 andB2. The atmosphere heat transport efficiency x5 1.3.

Open circles showCRwhenB15 B2; stars showCR for the cases with both local climate feedbacks

negative (FB1; 2B1 5 21.7, 2B2 5 21.7), one local feedback is zero (FB2; 2B1 5 0, 2B2 5
21.7), and one local feedback is positive (FB3;2B15 0.3,2B2521.7) . The shaded regions show

undercompensation (gray) and overcompensation (yellow). (b) BJC rate CR with respect to the

atmosphere heat transport efficiency x. From the bottom to the top, the seven curves are for2B15
210, 21.7, 20.1, 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8 and 2B2 5 210, 21.7, 20.1, 21.7, 21.7, 21.7, and 21.7.
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case of one local feedback being positive,CR is inversely

proportional to x. Bigger x restrains the extent of

overcompensation, because stronger AHT (because of

larger x) is more efficient to smooth out local runaway

changes, reducing Ts and therefore the AHT change. In

any case, a highly efficient AHT leads to a better com-

pensation, which approaches monotonically the as-

ymptotic line of CR 5 1 (Fig. 2b). A linear regression

method was used to estimate x in Yang et al. (2015),

using outputs from a coupled model of a 21 000-yr sim-

ulation. They found that x during the past 21 000 yr was

about 1.5 6 0.1Wm22K21, which is actually a very

stable parameter in the climate system. So, in the next

section we will focus on discussion of CR with respect to

climate feedback parameters.

Finally, for the convenience of later discussion, the

equilibrium temperature changes can be rewritten in

terms of DFo as follows:
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The responses of global mean temperature Tm 5
(T1 1 T2)/2 and Ts are
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d. A brief discussion on local climate feedbacks

The local feedbacks are usually negative: that is,2Bi# 0,

because of the dominant negative feedback between

temperature and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)

(NSM94; Zhang et al. 1994; MS95; Soden et al. 2004).

However, the feedback may not be restricted to be

negative everywhere. Physically, local feedbacks could

become positive under extreme scenarios: for example,

the strong positive feedback from water vapor in the

deep tropics (Pierrehumbert 1995) and cloud radiative

forcing from the stratus clouds in the subtropics

(Philander et al. 1996; Clement et al. 2009). The climate

system can remain stable in the presence of a weak local

positive feedback (e.g., 2B2 . 0), because the atmo-

sphere can transport the extra energy to the other box.

In this study, Bi is generalized and can be thought of as

including all the local feedbacks: the temperature

feedback, the water vapor feedback, the surface albedo

feedback, and the cloud feedback.

Linear regression can be used to determine the feed-

back parameters (B1, B2) based on Eq. (6) (e.g., Rose

and Marshall 2009). In Yang et al. (2015), the model

output from a 21 000-yr transient simulation was used to

estimateB1 andB2. Their results showed a weak positive

feedback (2B1 5 0.4) in the extratropics and a strong

negative feedback in the tropics (2B2 5 21.7). The

positive feedback was mainly due to the strong positive

feedback between shortwave radiation and surface

temperature, which overcame the strong negative

feedback between the OLR and surface temperature.

The tropical negative feedback was mainly due to the

strong negative feedback between the OLR and surface

temperature (in association with high clouds), which

dominated the positive feedback between shortwave

radiation and surface temperature.

The issues regarding climate feedbacks and sen-

sitivities are extremely complicated and have been

studied extensively by many researchers (e.g., Bates

1999, 2007, 2012; Hwang and Frierson 2010; Hwang

et al. 2011). Local feedback strength determines at-

mosphere behaviors to a great extent, such as how the

AHT will respond to surface temperature change. The

relationship between local feedback strength and

AHT has been studied by Hwang and Frierson (2010),

Hwang et al. (2011), Zelinka and Hartmann (2011),

Feldl and Roe (2013a,b), and Huang and Zhang

(2014). Rose et al. (2014) explicitly showed how the

AHT responded to prescribed patterns of surface heat

flux (analogous to OHT in equilibrium) in different

feedback regimes using both a simple EBM and a

GCM. Here, we do not investigate how the local cli-

mate feedbacks can be identified correctly; instead, we

want to understand conceptually the relationship be-

tween AHT and OHT (CR), given the signs of each

feedback (positive or negative) and their approximate

strengths.

3. Perturbation experiments

To understand the dynamics of BJC, perturbation

experiments are performed. Our focus is on the model’s

climate responses to external forcing, such as freshwater

change due to sea ice melting or formation, and the net

radiation flux change at the TOA. In the coupled box

model, water hosing to the ocean does not change the

energy budget, which satisfies the prerequisite to the

BJC, as noted by Bjerknes (1964). Perturbing the net

radiation flux at the TOA can mimic the effect of solar

radiation change, planetary albedo change (e.g., change

due to sea ice), and longwave radiation change due to

greenhouse gases or water vapor. It should be born in

mind that perturbing A or B would cause energy
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imbalance both globally and locally. Whether the BJC is

still valid is the question to be explored here.

a. Freshwater perturbation

Figure 3 shows the model climate change when 0.5-Sv

(1 Sv [ 106m3 s21) freshwater is removed from the ex-

tratropical ocean box, which is accomplished by adding a

positive salinity tendency (h 5 1.75 3 1029 psu s21) in

Eq. (2a). Changes in the box-model climate are obtained

by subtracting the equilibrium state listed in Table 2.

Since the freshwater perturbation does not affect the

energy balance of the climate system, Eq. (18) is valid.

The BJC exhibits three behaviors, depending on the

local climate feedback as suggested by Eq. (22).

1) UNDERCOMPENSATION

Given negative climate feedbacks in both surface

boxes (2B152B2521.7),CR’20.6. Figure 3d shows

clearly that the model CR reaches the analytical value

quickly. The AHT change undercompensates the OHT

change in this situation.

It is straightforward that removing the freshwater from

the extratropical ocean box immediately increases the

salinity locally (DS1. 0), resulting in an enhancement of

the THC (Dq . 0), which in turn transports more heat

poleward (DFo . 0) and results in warming (cooling) in

the extratropics (tropics) (DT1 . 0 and DT2 , 0); this

leads to reduced meridional temperature gradient

(DTs , 0). The atmosphere responds to the reduced DTs

with a weakened AHT (DFa , 0). The overall ocean

temperature is warmer, but the overall surface tempera-

ture is unchanged (DTm 5 0) because B1 5 B2. These

responses can be readily deduced from Eqs. (16), (17),

(23), and (24). They are clearly shown in Figs. 3a–d. These

processes have also been investigated extensively in

studies using the simplest EBMs (e.g., Liu et al. 2015). The

FIG. 3. Climate changes in response to freshwater removal of 0.5 Sv in ocean box 1: (a) for T (8C); (b) for q (Sv), Tm (8C), Ts (8C), and Ss
(psu); and (c) for heat transport (PW); (d) the BJC rate from the model (blue asterisks) and Eq. (18) (open circles). In (a)–(d) the local

climate feedbacks are both negative (FB1 case), and the mean climate listed in Table 2 is removed. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for the FB2

case. (i)–(l) As in (a)–(d), but for the FB3 case.
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dipole-like response of extratropical warming (DT1 . 0)

and tropical cooling (DT2 , 0) (Fig. 3a) is consistent

with many water-hosing experiments in coupled models

(e.g., Manabe and Strouffer 1995; Stouffer et al. 2007). In

general, we see a stable climate with a weaker meridional

temperature gradient because of the enhanced THC.

Now, let us come back to the main purpose of this study:

that is, to identify the fundamental mechanism of the

BJC. The tropical cooling decreases the OLR at the TOA

because of negative feedback (2B2 , 0), resulting in an in-

creaseofnetdownwardenergy influx (DH0252B2DT2. 0).

Therefore, the tropical energy loss resulting from the

horizontal OHT can be partially compensated by energy

gain at the TOA in the vertical direction. In other words,

the tropical atmosphere does not have to import all en-

ergy from the extratropics to compensate the oceanic heat

export (jDFaj5 jDFo 2B1T1j,DFo), leading to the un-

dercompensation. Meanwhile, the extratropical warming

increases the heat loss at the TOA because of negative

feedback (2B1 , 0). This reduces the downward energy

influx at the TOA (DH01 5 2B1DT1 , 0). Thus, the ex-

tratropical atmosphere does not have to export all extra

energy to the tropical box. The fact that equal amounts

of TOA flux change with opposite signs in the tropics

and extratropics assures the same AHT change should

satisfy the atmosphere energy balance in both tropics and

extratropics. Quantitatively, as the negative feedback in-

tensifies (larger jBij), the energy balance tends to be ful-

filled more locally, instead of by horizontal redistribution;

therefore, CR decreases further, as shown in Fig. 2. It is

shown clearly here that the energy conservation requires

compensating changes in AHT andOHT, and the climate

feedback determines the extent of compensation. This

mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4a.

2) FULL COMPENSATION

In the absence of climate feedback, full compensation

will be achieved. Indeed, when B1B2 5 0, CR 5 21,

indicating that anomalous AHT exactly compensates

the anomalous OHT (DFa 5 2DFo) and that the com-

bined heat transport in the atmosphere and ocean re-

mains unchanged (DFt 5 0). Figure 3h shows that the

model CR approaches 1 monotonically. It takes a longer

time to reach the equilibrium than in the under-

compensation case (Fig. 3d).

The full compensation only requires zero feedback

locally in one box. Figures 3e–h show the climate

changes with 2B1 5 0 and 2B2 5 21.7. As in the

undercompensation case, the temperature response

shows extratropical warming DT1 . 0 (Fig. 3e) for en-

hanced THC (Dq . 0 and DFo . 0) (Figs. 3f,g). How-

ever, no change occurs in the tropical temperature; that is,

DT2 5 2(B1/B2)DT1 5 0 because B1 5 0 (Fig. 3e).

Therefore, regardless of the feedback B2 in the tropics,

there is no change in the TOA energy flux of both regions

(i.e.,DH0152B1DT15 0 andDH0252B2DT25 0). The

ocean heat gain in the extratropics has to be completely

exported to the tropical atmosphere, supplying the exact

heat loss in the tropical ocean due to enhanced poleward

OHT [viz., DFa 5 2DFo (Fig. 3g)], leading to full com-

pensation (Fig. 3h). Thismechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

The full compensation was discussed in Rose and

Ferreira (2013). This case corresponds to a stable cli-

mate with a warmer global mean temperature (DTm 5
DT1/2 . 0) (Fig. 3f) and a weaker meridional tempera-

ture gradient (DTs , 0). This is an ‘‘equable’’ climate

(Huber and Caballero 2011; Rose and Ferreira 2013).

Rose and Ferreira (2013) studied the equable climate and

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram showing the BJCmechanism. (a) Under negative feedbacks in both extratropical and tropical boxes (B1B2.
0), the anomalous AHT undercompensates the anomalous OHT to keep the energy conserved in both tropical and extratropical boxes.

Large gray arrows denote mean heat transports. (b) Under a zero feedback in the extratropical box (2B1 5 0, B2 6¼ 0), the anomalous

AHT compensates the anomalous OHT perfectly. (c) Under a weak positive feedback in the extratropical box (2B1 . 0, B1B2 , 0), the

anomalous AHT has to overcompensate the anomalous OHT.
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found that polar warming can be achieved without any

change in the TOA radiative balance. Because ‘‘the

increase in OLR associated with the warming pole is

exactly balanced by the reduction in OLR associated

with the enhanced greenhouse,’’ the increase in pole-

ward OHT is exactly balanced by a reduction in AHT

associated with the weakerDTs (Rose and Ferreira 2013,

p. 2130). This is exactly the case we discuss here. In fact,

the local feedback Bi in our study is generalized. It in-

cludes all the local feedbacks: the temperature feed-

back, the water vapor feedback, the surface albedo

feedback, and the cloud feedback. Zero gross local

feedback (e.g., B1 5 0) could be achieved by having

different competing feedbacks.

The full compensation can also be achieved if the

tropical climate feedback is zero (B25 0). In this case, the

climate has a colder global mean temperature (DTm 5
DT2/2 5 2(DFo /G01)/2x , 0) in response to the same

freshwater removal in the extratropical ocean (figure

not shown). The zero B2 excludes the possibility of

having any net radiation change at the TOA; so the

energy loss in the tropics has to be fully made up by the

energy import by the atmosphere from the extratropics.

This situation is plausible because of the strong posi-

tive feedback from water vapor in the deep tropics

(Pierrehumbert 1995) and cloud radiative forcing from, for

example, the stratus clouds in the subtropics (Philander

et al. 1996; Clement et al. 2009).

3) OVERCOMPENSATION

If positive local feedback occurs somewhere, then CR

will be larger than 1. The positive feedback has to be

weak because of the constraint of the stability condition

Eq. (21) (Fig. 2). Figure 3l shows that CR 5 21.4

when 2B1 5 0.3 and 2B2 5 21.7. In this case, a stable

climate is still possible in response to the external

freshwater forcing, but it takes a much longer time than

in the previous two cases to reach the equilibrium.

Again, the increased poleward OHT (Fig. 3k) leads to

extratropical warming (Fig. 3i). However, because of the

local positive feedback, the extratropical warming in-

creases the heat gain at the TOA (DH01 5 2B1DT1 . 0).

(This is in analogy to the sea ice–albedo and SST positive

feedback.) The extratropical atmosphere has to export

more energy than that gained by the ocean to maintain the

local energy balance jDFaj5 jDFo 2B1DT1j.DFo, lead-

ing to an overcompensation (Fig. 3l). The combined energy

transport DFt has the same direction as the atmospheric

DFa (Fig. 3k). Despite increased poleward OHT, a warmer

tropics occurs (DT2 ; 2B1DFo . 0) (Fig. 3i) because of

extra import of the atmospheric energy from the extra-

tropics. This tropical warming increases energy loss at the

TOA (DH0252B2DT2, 0) and therefore can offset the

extra heat gain in the extratropics. In this case, the in-

creased poleward OHT leads to warming everywhere

and thus global warming (Fig. 3i). This mechanism is

illustrated in Fig. 4c.

b. Heat perturbation

It is not straightforward if the BJC is valid when the cli-

mate system is perturbed by external heating, because such

perturbation can cause energy imbalance in the system.

Heat perturbation experiments can be achieved by adding a

temperature tendency in Eqs. (1a) and/or (1b). Slightly

different from Eq. (14), the equilibrium response becomes

B
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where DA1 and DA2 are heat perturbations in the extra-

tropics and tropics, respectively, which can result from

changes in solar radiation, OLR at the TOA, and plan-

etary albedo, because of, for example, sea ice change in

the polar region, deep convection in the tropics, or

greenhouse gases. The responses of local and globalmean

temperatures can be written in terms of DTs as follows:
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Now, the corresponding changes in heat transport

components are
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The ratio between the changes in AHT and OHT is
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which suggests a big uncertainty to the BJC due to ex-

ternal heating. In fact, Eqs. (25), (27), and (28) can be
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reduced to Eqs. (16)–(18) when neglecting the heat

perturbation DA. Equation (28) shows that the pattern

and amplitude of external forcing, as well as the climate

response DTs itself, could all affect the BJC rate. This is

dramatically different from the BJC in Eq. (18) under

freshwater perturbation, which shows clearly that it

depends only on internal climate parameters.

A series of heat perturbation experiments are per-

formed, with a reasonable amount of heat added in the

extratropics (DA1 . 0 and DA2 5 0), the tropics (DA1 5
0 and DA2 . 0), or both (DA1 . 0 and DA2 . 0). Here,

our only concern is the stable climate, which requires

that the heat perturbation should not be too strong. In

addition, the same feedback parameters as those in the

freshwater perturbation experiments are used. No pos-

itive feedback in the tropics (2B2 . 0) is considered in

the heating experiments to prevent the model climate

from running away.

No BJC is found in the heating experiments (Fig. 5).

Instead, the changes in AHT and OHT are always in

phase, and the change in AHT is always larger than that

in OHT (Ch. 1). Figure 5 shows the transient change of

Ch(DFa/DFo) (colored curves) and Ch based on Eq. (28)

(dotted gray lines) under different regional forcing and

different feedback situations. No matter how different the

transient behaviors of Ch are, the equilibrium Ch always

tends to reach a constant. However, Eq. (28) also suggests

that Ch could be equal to CR if B2A1 5 B1DA2. For ex-

ample, in the cases of tropical heat perturbation (DA1 5
0 and DA2 . 0) with B1 5 0 and global uniform heat per-

turbation (DA1 5 DA2 . 0) with uniform feedback B1 5
B2, the BJC should exist (Ch 5 CR). Yet, in our experi-

ments,Ch is eventually larger than zero, becauseDTs5 0 in

these two cases (these two curves are not shown in Fig. 5).

The surface salinity changes can be eventually neglec-

ted (Fig. 6a) in all heating experiments, no matter what

the patterns of forcing and feedbacks are. The change in

mass transport q (Fig. 6c) is thus determined only by the

temperature change (Fig. 6b). Figure 6a shows the max-

imum Ss change of 0.06 psu, less than 0.2% of the refer-

ence salinity (35psu), under global uniform heating

(DA1 5 DA2 . 3.2Wm22) with extratropical positive

feedback (2B1 5 0.3). Under the same forcing, the Ts

change is significant (about238C) (Fig. 6b), determining

the THC change (Fig. 6c). The changes inAHTandOHT

are therefore of the same sign, because they are similarly

determined by Ts, no matter where the heat is added, and

are also independent of detailed climate feedbacks.

The heat perturbation experiments show that the BJC

between AHT and OHT would never happen because

of the violation of global total energy conservation

[Eq. (25)]. It is worth noting that, although the analytical

solution of Eq. (28) suggests big uncertainty in Ch, the

actual rate is roughly certain, because the role of salinity

in the THC is negligible. This can be better understood

by further simplifying the box model.

Suppose q in Eq. (3) is only determined by ocean

temperature, and the dynamic feedback between q and

Ss is cut off. Mathematically, the equilibrium rate Ch in

Eq. (28) can be reduced to the following:
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Here, q5 kaTs. If we assume a constant q5 q0, the ratio

in Eq. (29) can be further simplified to
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This explicitly shows that the changes in AHT and OHT

are of the same sign and are eventually determined by

the ratio of mean AHT and mean OHT if no salinity is

involved in the mass transport. A change in Ss cannot

affect Ts, q, Fa, and Fo, and there will be no so-called

BJC. A change in Ts cannot affect Ss either, but q, Fa,

FIG. 5. Ratio of anomalous AHT to anomalous OHT in the heat

perturbation experiments. Different colors show ratios for differ-

ent regional forcing. Dotted gray lines show the ratios based on the

analytical solution of Eq. (28). Blue curves are for the cases that the

heat perturbation is only added to ocean box 1 (DA1 5 3.2Wm22,

DA25 0). Green curves are for the cases that the heat perturbation

is only added to ocean box 2 (DA1 5 0, DA2 5 3.2Wm22). Red

curves are for the cases that the heat perturbation is added to both

boxes 1 and 2 (DA15DA25 3.2Wm22). Curves correspond to the

three different feedback situations of FB1 (solid), FB2 (dashed),

and FB3 (dotted). The cases FB1, FB2, and FB3 are defined in the

caption of Fig. 2.
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and Fowill change proportionally with Ts. Equation (29)

is still valid, but the BJC is not possible. This implies a

critical role of salinity in the occurrence of BJC in the

climate system.

A series of parallel heat perturbation experiments

(similar to Fig. 5) with q 5 kaTs are performed to ex-

amine Eqs. (28) and (29). Figure 7 shows transient

changes of Ch (5DFa/DFo) (red curves) and Ch based on

Eq. (29) (dotted red lines). The curves ofCh in Fig. 5 are

also plotted in Fig. 7 (as blue curves and dotted gray

lines) for comparison. The difference between Eqs. (28)

and (29) is within 5% of the mean Ch, regardless of the

strength of surface heat perturbation or feedbacks. The

equilibrium ratioCh approaches the values suggested by

Eq. (29). Equation (29) provides an easier and more

practical way of scaling the relative changes in AHT and

OHT under heat perturbation.

c. BJC under both freshwater forcing and heat forcing

What will happen to the BJC when both external

freshwater and heat fluxes are considered simultaneously

in the coupled box model? A number of sensitivity ex-

periments are performed in which the freshwater hosing

varies gradually from 0 to 20.5Sv; at the same time, the

heat forcing changes from 0 to25Wm22. To guarantee a

stable climate, we study the situations when a cooling

occurs in the extratropics and freshwater is removed

there as well. This consideration agrees with the common

intuitionistic concept on climate change: a global cooling

(warming) is usually accompanied by sea ice formation

(melting) and thus increases (decreases) ocean salinity in

the polar oceans. In addition, in these experiments weak

positive (strong negative) feedback is assumed in the

extratropics (tropics) (2B1 5 0.3 and 2B2 5 21.7). The

other parameters are the same as those in Table 1.

Figure 8a shows a summary of the BJC. The yellow

shaded region shows where the BJC is valid. First, in

the extreme case without external heating, the BJC is

a constant (21.3), independent of the magnitude of

freshwater flux. Second, in another extreme case with-

out external freshwater, the BJC is also near a constant

(2.6), roughly equal to the value given by Eq. (29) and

consistent with Figs. 5 and 7. Third, even a small amount

of external heat forcing will result in a complete failure

of the BJC. It shows that stronger freshwater perturba-

tion can delay the BJC failure to some extent (Fig. 8a).

FIG. 6. Changes in (a) Ss (psu), (b) Ts (8C), and (c) mass transport q (Sv) in the heat perturbation experiments. As in Fig. 5, different

colors are for different regional forcing; and curves are for the three different feedback situations of FB1 (solid), FB2 (dashed), and FB3

(dotted). The cases FB1, FB2, and FB3 are defined in the caption of Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for the ratio when q 5 aTs (red curves).

The heat perturbation experiments are similar to those shown in

Fig. 5 (the blue curves, which are also plotted here for comparison).

Dotted red lines show the ratios based on the analytical solution of

Eq. (29).
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With heat perturbation, the changes in AHT and OHT

will not compensate each other in most situations. The

mechanism for the valid (invalid) BJC is given in Fig. 8b.

In the yellow shaded region, Ts change is determined by

THC change, which in turn is determined by the salinity

change in response to freshwater forcing. Removing

freshwater in the extratropical ocean causes an in-

tensified THC (DFo . 0), resulting in a warming in the

extratropics and thus the weakening of Ts (DTs , 0, so

DFa , 0). Since the external heating is weak in the yel-

low shaded region, it does not affect Ts too much. Out-

side the yellow shaded region, the external heating

dominates the THC effect on the Ts change, which re-

sults in in-phase changes in AHT and OHT (DFa } DTs

and DFo } DTs) and the failure of BJC finally.

The conceptual box model might exaggerate the ef-

fect of heat perturbation or distort effects of both heat

and freshwater perturbations on heat transports be-

cause of its simplicity. However, these sensitivity ex-

periments show conceptually that the BJC can fail

easily if global total energy imbalance happens. The

accumulated heat imbalance due to CO2 change since

the last glacial maximum (LGM) is about 3.3Wm22

(Shakun et al. 2012). This corresponds to a yearly heat

perturbation of about 1.5 3 1024Wm22. Over such a

long period, its effect on the MHT is negligible when

compared with the freshwater effect, so the BJC is

still valid during the past 22 000 yr (Yang et al. 2015).

However, the accumulated CO2-related heat imbalance

since the preindustrial is around 1.66 6 0.17Wm22, or

around 1 3 1022Wm22 yearly (IPCC 2007). Whether

the BJC is valid during this shorter period needs to be

investigated thoroughly. Additional experiments were

performed to examine the robustness of Fig. 8a. In these

experiments, the local feedback parameters were given

different values, and global warming and freshening

were considered. The conclusions from these experi-

ments are qualitatively unchanged: if the heat per-

turbation dominates the freshwater perturbation in

determining surface temperature change, the BJC will

hardly occur, because the global total energy conser-

vation is violated.

4. Summary and discussion

This study investigates the BJC using a coupled box

model. The model mean climate was tuned to resemble

Earth’s current climate, which is in the regime of a stable

equilibrium state with a strong (weak) meridional tem-

perature (salinity) gradient. The BJC was derived ana-

lytically. Under the assumptions in the box model, we

found the BJC rate is independent of the heat transports

themselves and is determined only by two internal cli-

mate parameters: the local climate feedback between

temperature and the energy flux at the TOA and the

AHT efficiency.

Energy conservation is the intrinsic mechanism of the

BJC, as shown in Fig. 4. To see how the BJC would

happen, perturbation experiments were performed.

Under freshwater perturbation, the total energy of the

model system remained undisturbed. The atmosphere

will always compensate the OHT change, and thus the

BJC is always valid. The BJC can exhibit three different

behaviors, depending on the climate feedback. In the

case of global negative feedback, the atmosphere tends

to undercompensate the OHT change. Stronger local

FIG. 8. (a) BJC rate (CR) with respect to surface heat flux forcing and freshwater forcing. The

local feedback parameters are2B1 5 0.3 and2B2 521.7. (b) As in (a), but for changes in Ts

(black solid curves; 8C) and in mass transport q (blue dashed curves; Sv). The yellow shaded

region in each panel shows the region where the BJC occurs.
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negative feedback will result in a lower compensation

rate, because stronger negative feedback helps to fulfil

the energy balance more locally through vertical pro-

cesses rather than via horizontal redistribution. In the

case of weak local positive feedback somewhere, the

atmosphere will overcompensate the OHT change, be-

cause positive feedback tends to amplify the initial heat

imbalance caused by OHT perturbation, and the atmo-

sphere has to import (export) extra energy to make up

for the extra local energy loss (gain). The stronger local

positive feedbackwill result in bigger overcompensation.

In the case of zero feedback somewhere, the atmosphere

will compensate theOHT change perfectly, because zero

feedback means zero heat imbalances at the TOA, and

any heat imbalance caused by OHT perturbation has to

be fully offset horizontally via AHT. In any of these

cases, a higher AHT efficiency helps to reach a better

compensation.

No BJC was found when perturbing the climate with

external heat forcing only, because the global total en-

ergy conservation is violated so that the changes in AHT

and OHT do not have to compensate. Instead, they are

always in phases in the heating experiments, and the

anomalous AHT is always larger than the anomalous

OHT (Ch . 1). In this case, the change in mass transport

is predominantly determined by temperature change.

The changes in AHT andOHT are therefore of the same

sign, because they are similarly determined by Ts. It is

interesting to see that, under the assumptions in the

coupled box model, the equilibrium Ch always tends to

approach the constant suggested by Eq. (29) and appears

to be insensitive to the location, amplitude, and pattern

of heat perturbation.

The BJC appears to imply a fundamental mechanism

that constrains the global climate change. The out-of-

phase changes inAHTandOHT, as well as in the tropical

and extratropical regions, assure a small change in the

global climate. This mechanism can be crucial to Earth’s

overall climate stability. It may shed light on a potential

self-restoring mechanism in a complex climate system.

However, we are experiencing with the present Earth

climate rising global mean temperature and sea ice

melting; whether the BJC is working in reality is a serious

concern to us. The coupled boxmodel shows that theBJC

is very sensitive to external heat forcing. The BJC, how-

ever, does not rule out remarkable local climate change

or individual change in ocean or atmosphere (NSM94).

Our investigation on the BJC in an earth system model

under CO2 forcing is on the way.

The coupled box model with a four-box ocean can

have the samemean climate as the coupled boxmodel of a

two-box ocean (MS95) under the same key parameters.

However, our coupled box model has an explicit THC

dynamics and is more appropriate for studying the re-

sponse time scale and the transient behavior of the

BJC. At what time scale the BJCwill be valid is another

important issue on which we are working. The BJC

suggests a strong negative correlation between AHT

and OHT. Our ongoing study focuses on the question

of whether this negative correlation suggests a strong

negative feedback in the climate system.

Weare fully aware of the limitations of the coupled box

model. For example, under the assumptions in the cou-

pled box model, the BJC is independent of the heat

transports themselves. Rose and Ferreira (2013) showed

that this independence failed to capture the range of

behaviors suggested in a complex GCM. The AHT and

moisture transport were parameterized to be linearly

determined by Ts. This is appropriate for the atmosphere

in mid and high latitudes and is derived from the baro-

clinic stability theory (Stone and Yao 1990; NSM94).

However, in the tropics the AHT is mainly accomplished

by mean circulation, such as the Hadley cells. The model

is constructed based on a Stommel-like hemispheric box

model and includes only a buoyancy-driven overturning

circulation. In reality, there is nowell-defined equator-to-

pole-scale overturning circulation. There is substantial

wind-driven heat transport in a real ocean basin, which is

missing in the coupled box model because it does not

include any wind-driven dynamics. Even the overturning

circulation is assumed to depend indirectly on wind-

driven mixing in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Toggweiler

and Samuels 1995, 1998). Nevertheless, the simple cou-

pled box model can help us understand the fundamental

mechanisms of the BJC. To what extent these funda-

mental mechanisms exist in reality has to be examined

in a complex coupled climate model.
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